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Gold Prices: Lets Take a Deeper Look

Why has gold increased in price so much? 

•Uncertainty

•Inflation 

•Central Banks



Gold Prices Cont.: Price Probabilities
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GLD Price Movement Probability

More data points seem to be 
in the negative range than 
the positive range!

Higher probability of a 
4% loss than 4% gain! 

**Based on data from 7/30/2017 to 7/30/2020



Gold Prices Cont.: Technical Analysis

GLD IAU



Investment Thesis: Why we should sell 

We bought GLD and IAU specifically to 

“solidify our position of GOLD in the FMA portfolio and ensure asset 
protection if and when market downturns occur”(FMA GLD BUY PITCH).

oProfited

oThe intended use has been fulfilled

oThe question is: What do we do now?



Investment Thesis Cont.: Why we should keep Gold

o Opportunity Costs

o When the dollar falls, gold rises. A recent occurrence of the dollar falling was due to the EU 

issuing debt (printing money).

o In addition to this, the USD is under threat as a reserve currency, which causes the 

central banks of the world to flood into gold, driving the price up as well

o Since bond yields are on a real adjusted basis essentially negative, the holder will look for an 

investment safe but higher returning than a bond, flooding those people into gold as well.

o Essentially, until people have faith in the Central Banking System, gold will continue to rise.

Demand.



Investment Thesis Cont.: Gold Will Rise Until Recovery

Currently, there is 
little to no faith in 
Central Banks



Catalysts: What Will Send Gold Down?

ECONOMIC RECOVERY!

•Uncertainty Lowered

•A Low Inflation Rate

•Faith in Central Banks



Catalysts Cont.: Argument for holding

Is the worst over?

GDP was 
recorded the 
worst in US 

history 
7/30/2020

Demand does not 
seem to be 

slowing for gold

Once economic 
activity resumes, 

unlimited QE 
could cause 

runaway inflation



MY RECCOMENDATION

SELL 75% of IAU (387/516) shares for $7,298.82 

SELL 60% of GLD (21/35) shares for $3,894.03

This will leave us with 129 shares of IAU and 14 shares of GLD

$2,432.94 of IAU and $2,596.02 of GLD remaining

Reducing our position more than 50%

Keeping our position in gold at $5,028.96

TOTAL PROFIT FROM SHARES SOLD: +$3,438.75


